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 What i have done so far is to add to the `Scene`: `Scene scene = new Scene(new Group(canvas));` to keep track of the position
of the camera during the scene. But i have now to ask to the camera to pan around the scene. How can i modify the code to pan
the camera in different direction every time that i call the function that contains the camera function? How can i know which

direction should be the direction for the pan? So i have the pan function: public void panLeft(){ camera.panLeft(); } public void
panRight(){ camera.panRight(); public void panUp(){ camera.panUp(); public void panDown(){ camera.panDown(); Thanks in
advance A: Thanks to JacobM for pointing me the right direction. I don't know if there is a better way of doing it than this, but i
did it like this: I passed as arguments to the camera function (in the pan function): Camera. camera.pan(-direction); The camera

must have it's origin in the top-left corner of the canvas, so i had to translate it to the right direction:
camera.translate(getWidth(), 0); Thanks anyway Tissue factor: a potentially therapeutic target for acute ischemic stroke. Our

understanding of the pathophysiology of ischemic stroke has led to significant advances in its treatment. Nevertheless, the
improvement in outcome of stroke patients is insufficient. In this context, tissue factor (TF), a glycoprotein-cofactor system,

appears to be an important target for acute ischemic stroke. First, it is known to be essential for cerebral embolism. Second, its
activity in the brain can be inhibited with a specific antithrombin (AT), and the results from animal studies suggest that AT can

prevent brain damage and neurological deficits after stroke. Third, TF is a potent inducer of thrombin generation. Finally,
cerebral embolism plays an important role in the pathophysiology of cerebral ischemia. Therefore, TF appears to be an

important therapeutic target for acute ischemic stroke. This review will focus on the molecular and clinical aspects of TF in
acute ischemic stroke. 520fdb1ae7
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